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1. CONFIDENTIAL - ENTIRE TEXT.
2. This cable fulfills a desirable reporting requirement.

3. Summary. Military attitudes toward the transition process and democracy vary through the ranks; mid-level officers' support for democracy is strongest. Both the Rwandan Government Forces (RGF) and the Rwandan Patriotic Front Army (RPA) blame politicians for the current impasse. The role of the military in the upcoming transition including commands and control issues remain undefined for both the military and civilian element. Ethnic prejudices on both sides persist and will have to be overcome during integrated training. Proper handling of force integration and demobilization is the key to securing military support of the transition to peace. End summary.

Military attitudes vary on the transition process
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4. The military is no longer a monolithic one party institution, with consistent attitudes throughout the ranks on the transition process. For example, some senior officers still see their destiny tied to the president and his party. Many have noisy skeletons in their closets and fear prosecution for past corruption and incompetence with the RPF joining their ranks.

5. Among the mid-level officers, there are two distinct camps. There are the MRND loyalists who believe the opposition parties are in cahoots with the RPF, working for the ouster of the president. The current political impasse for them only reflects the RPF and opposition efforts to ensure a majority in the transition government to impeach Habyarimana. The other camp within the mid levels seems to realize that change is inevitable and supports the move toward multiparty democracy.

6. At the enlisted level, many equate multipartyism and the transition government with their imminent demobilization since most of the demobilized soldiers will come from the enlisted ranks. Their biggest concerns are getting adequate training and compensation.
ONCE THEY LEAVE THE MILITARY.

BOTH THE RGF AND RPA FRUSTRATED BY THE CURRENT IMPASSE

7. AT A RECENT NAVAL SCHOOL OF JUSTICE (NSJ) CONFERENCE HELD IN KIGALI IN JANUARY 1994 ON THE ROLE OF THE
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MILITARY IN A DEMOCRACY, MILITARY PARTICIPANTS FROM BOTH THE RPA AND RGF EXPRESSED THEIR FRUSTRATION WITH THE CURRENT POLITICAL IMPASSE. RPF AND RGF OFFICERS BELIEVED THAT THE POLITICIANS WERE HOLDING UP THE PEACE PROCESS FOR SELF-INTERESTED REASONS AND IGNORING THE NEEDS OF THE NATION.

8. THE MILITARY ON BOTH SIDES BOASTED ABOUT THEIR ABILITY TO RESOLVE DIFFICULTIES QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY,
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UNLIKE THEIR POLITICAL COUNTERPARTS. CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS POINTED AS AN EXAMPLE TO THE EASE WITH WHICH THE ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF, THE GENDARMERIE CHIEF OF STAFF, AND THE RPF FORCE COMMANDER AGREED ON THE MODE OF OPERATION WITHIN THE KIGALI WEAPONS SAFE AREA ESTABLISHED BY UNAMIR (UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE MISSION IN RWANDA).

9. ALTHOUGH, THERE HAVE BEEN NO MAJOR OBSTACLES PUT UP BY EITHER THE RGF OR RGF IN THE EARLY STAGES OF THE PEACE PROCESS, COL. KARENZI, THE RPF LIAISON OFFICER TO UNAMIR, BELIEVES THAT THE MILITARY'S WILLINGNESS TO IMPLEMENT THE ARUSHA ACCORDS HAS NOT REALLY BEEN TESTED. THE DIFFICULT QUESTIONS INVOLVING FORCE INTEGRATION AND DEMOBILIZATION HAVE YET TO BE DISCUSSED AND MAY RESULT IN SOME OF THE SAME TYPES OF IMPASSES CURRENTLY SEEN ON
THE POLITICAL FRONT.
CHANGING ROLES, UNCERTAIN IDENTITY FOR THE MILITARY
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THE MRND TO A POLITICAL PROTECTOR OF A MULTIPARTY STATE. YET AS THE NSJ CONFERENCE SHOWED THIS NEW ROLE WAS NEVER WELL DEFINED FOR THE MILITARY OR ITS CIVILIAN MASTERS.

COMMAND AND CONTROL QUESTIONS AT ISSUE FOR THE MILITARY

13. DURING THE NSJ CONFERENCE, BOTH RGF AND RPA OFFICERS ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT IT MEANT FOR THE ARMY TO
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14. THE RPF AS WELL AS SOME OF THE CIVILIAN PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONFERENCE BEGGED TO DIFFER WITH THIS INTERPRETATION OF CIVILIAN CONTROL OF THE ARMY. THE RPF POINTED TO THE NUMEROUS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS COMMITTED BY THE MILITARY, ALLEGEDLY UNDER ORDERS FROM THE PRESIDENT AND SOME OF HIS CIVILIAN PREFETS. ACTIONS SUCH AS THESE, SAID THE RPF, WERE CLEARLY NOT ACTIONS IN SUPPORT OF DEMOCRACY.

15. THIS DISCUSSION LED TO QUESTIONS SUCH AS WHAT
.Actions were proper and improper for the army to take in support of democracy? The NSJ trainers responded that the army was tasked to uphold the democratic principles embodied in the constitution and ensure the protection of human rights. Both RGF and RPF officers agreed that this would be their task in Rwanda's new multiparty democracy. The RPF's lingering concern, though, is that both the military and civilians receive sufficient political/civic education to be able to understand the concept of respect for human rights and how this applies to the minority.

Military Views on Ethnicity and Force Integration

16. Integration of the two armies (essentially integration of government Hutu and RPF Tutsi forces) is scheduled to begin 90 days after a broad based transition government is established. Since independence, the Rwandan armed forces have been dominated by the Hutu ethnic group. While some Tutsis did enter the military, and a few made it into the officer corps, the outbreak of war saw many of them arrested as collaborators or forced into reserve status. The war itself for most members of the armed forces was a conflict between the Hutu army and the Tutsi invaders. RGF officers believe, therefore, that ethnicity may initially pose a problem.

17. For example, Econoff spoke to RGF high command confidential
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18. For officers at the mid level, however, the ethnic tensions are not so pronounced. The goodwill displayed at the NSJ Conference between RGF and RPA officers suggested that animosity between the two forces could be short lived in the newly integrated army. By the second day of the Conference, RGF and RPF officers were talking among themselves like long-lost brothers. One remarkable incident during the Conference was seeing an RPF and an RGF officer leaving the mess hall together hand-in-hand. (Hand holding among men in Rwanda is an acceptable custom, denoting friendship.)

19. In the enlisted ranks, the RPF soldiers were provided political education in the field. All were taught the RPF political programme that the nature of the three year conflict was not ethnic but rather one of fighting against a dictatorial regime for the rights of all Rwandans. By comparison, most of the RGF enlisted were given very little training and taught that Tutsis were their enemy. Integrated training of the enlisted
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WILL HAVE TO FOCUS ON THE ETHNIC PREJUDICES MANY WILL BRING TO THEIR PLATOONS. "ENEMY" WILL HAVE TO BE REDEFINED AND DISASSOCIATED FROM "TUTSI" OR "HUTU".

SCENARIOS FOR UPCOMING DEMOBILIZATION AND INTEGRATION

20. Entering into the third phase of the peace process in which UNAMIR will oversee disarmament, force integration, and demobilization, the military could respond to these changes in three possible ways. First is that which all would hope for: that the military

21. A SECOND POSSIBLE RESPONSE COULD BE A MUTINY AMONG LOWER-LEVEL OFFICERS, WITHOUT THE OBJECTIVE OF TAKING POLITICAL POWER, IN WHICH UNDISCIPLINED SOLDIERS TAKE MATTERS INTO THEIR OWN HANDS WITHOUT SIGNIFICANT LEADERSHIP FROM THE OFFICER CORPS. SUCH A MUTINY COULD BE TRIGGERED BY FEARS OF DEMOBILIZATION WITHOUT SUFFICIENT COMPENSATION OR TRAINING OR BY THE ERUPTION OF CONFLICT BETWEEN INTEGRATED RGF AND RPF UNITS.

22. A THIRD POSSIBILITY IS A COUP EITHER BY THOSE IN SUPPORT OF THE PRESIDENT SHOULD THERE BE AN IMPEACHMENT ATTEMPT OR IN THE NEAR TERM BY THOSE FROM THE OPPOSITION INCLUDING MEMBERS OF THE MILITARY WHO WANT CHANGE AND ARE FRUSTRATED WITH THE POLITICAL IMPASSE (WHICH THEY BLAME ON THE PRESIDENT). AN RPF COUP, USED AS A TACTIC TO SHIFT THE POLITICAL BALANCE, STRATEGICALLY SIMILAR TO THE FEBRUARY 1993 OFFENSIVE, IS ALSO A POSSIBILITY RAISED BY THE ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF.

23. GENERAL DALLAIRE, THE UN FORCE COMMANDER HAS CONSIDERED EACH OF THESE SCENARIOS, AND ADJUSTED HIS FORCE STRATEGY AND DEPLOYMENT TO COVER "WEAK FLANKS IN THE SOUTHERN SECTORS. FEARS OF A COUP FROM THE PRO-HUTU RIGHT CONTINUE WITH RUMORS OF INTERHAMWE (RWANDAN, PRO-HUTU EXTREMISTS) AND PALIPEHUTU (BURUNDI, PRO-HUTU EXTREMISTS) TRAINING IN BURUNDI REFUGEE CAMPS ALONG THE
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SOUTHERN BORDER. CONCERNS ABOUT A PRO-RPF COUP FROM THE LEFT STILL LINGER WITH THE UNEASE IN BURUNDI AND THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE BURUNDI TUTSI-DOMINATED ARMY COULD TURN TO THE NORTH TO HELP ITS RPF BRETHREN SEIZE POWER. THE RESULTS OF ANY COUP WOULD BE CATASTROPHIC AND COULD RESULT IN ETHNIC BACKLASH THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRYSIDE SIMILAR TO THAT WITNESSED IN BURUNDI.

24. AT THIS TIME, HOWEVER, THERE IS NO SERIOUS EVIDENCE THAT A COUP D'ETAT OF ANY KIND IS IN THE CARD.

)39,
FROM BURUNDI WOULD COUNSEL AGAINST SUCH ACTIONS. LEADERSHIP FOR A COUP IS LACING AS WELL. AND GIVEN THE DIVISIONS ALREADY IN THE MILITARY, IT IS UNLIKELY THAT THE WHOLE OF THE ARMED FORCES COULD BE COUNTED ON TO SUPPORT SUCH ACTIONS NO MATTER WHO THE LEADER OR WHAT THE OBJECTIVES WERE.

COMMENT:
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25. WHETHER THERE IS A CRITICAL MASS IN THE ARMED FORCES FOR POSITIVE CHANGE IN SUPPORT OF THE TRANSITION TO PEACE IS UNCERTAIN. LTCOL KARENZI AND LTCOL RWABALINDA, RPA AND RGF LIAISON OFFICERS TO UNAMIR, BOTH CONTEND THAT THE LEADERS AT THE TOP ARE ONLY PAYING LIP SERVICE TO THE PROCESS BUT DON'T REALLY SUPPORT ITS IMPLEMENTATION IF IT AFFECTS THEIR POWER BASE. IF THIS IS TRUE, DEMOBILIZATION AND INTEGRATION OF THE ARMED FORCES WILL BE CRITICAL TO MILITARY SUPPORT (OUTSIDE THE HIGH COMMAND) FOR THE TRANSITION GOVERNMENT AND DEMOCRACY IN GENERAL. IMPROPERLY HANDLED, DEMOBILIZATION AND FORCE INTEGRATION COULD BE THE WILD CARDS IN THE TRANSITION TO PEACE IN RWANDA. RAWSON